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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

                         Diamond & Nugget #94Ra & Sec 

 
“When the bombs are descending, the saints will be ascending” 

-Hilton Sutton 
 
The War of Ezekiel 38/39 is perhaps only weeks ahead.  The first two reports below 
came in today, January 30, 2022.  The first one below was in my mail box this morning, 
and the second this evening.  War is imminent in the Ukraine region as you will soon 
find out.  If you want to understand Ezekiel 38, you need to go back and read Ezekiel 33 
and continuing until Ezekiel 38.  We are in the window of the Rapture time frame! 
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As S-400 Air Defenses Arrive on Streets of Moscow, Russia Sends Final 
Communique to OSCE "Do You Intend To Fulfill Key Security Obligations?"  
World NewsDesk 30 January 2022   
 
The vaunted S-400 air-defense missile system has made its appearance on the streets 
of Moscow, Russia, indicating Russian belief they will need air defenses very soon. 
Meanwhile in Belarus, President Lukashenko addressed troops and mentioned "war" 36 
times, saying Lithuania must be no more. 
 
We begin with a final communique sent by Russia to the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in which Russia asks simply "Do you intend to fulfill key 
security obligations?"   Clearly, the mere posing of the question presumes the OSCE 
has NOT fulfilled them, and behind the question, one ought to be able to clearly see, 
Russia is deploying its military in ways not seen since World War 2. 
 
In line with the deployment reality, a new battalion of S-400 ‘Triumf’ surface-to-air 
missile systems went on combat duty in the air defense regiment stationed in the town 
of Dmitrov near Moscow, sources in Russia’s Defense Ministry report. 
 
The new S-400 ‘Triumf’ surface-to-air missile systems arrived at their permanent 
deployment site in the Moscow Region in late December after they successfully 
accomplished initial missile firings at the Kapustin Yar proving range in the Astrakhan 
Region. 
 
Currently, five surface-to-air missile regiments armed with S-400 ‘Triumf’ systems are 
providing air defense for Moscow and Russia’s Central Industrial Region as part of the 
Aerospace Force’s air defense formations. 
 
Russia’s S-400 ‘Triumf’ (NATO reporting name: SA-21 Growler) is the latest long-and 
medium-range surface-to-air missile system that went into service in 2007. It is 
designed to destroy strategic and tactical aircraft, cruise and ballistic missiles and 
hypersonic weapons and can also be used against ground installations. The S-400 can 
engage targets at a distance of up to 400 km and at an altitude of up to 30 km under 
intensive enemy fire and jamming. 
 
BREAKING NEWS: RUSSIA JAMMING G.P.S. IN ISRAELI AIRSPACE - REFUSES 
TO STOP  
 
8:48 PM EST  31 January 2022 -- Russian military units in Syria have begun jamming 
Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) signals in Israeli air space.  This jamming is 
significantly and adversely affecting, among other things, civilian airliners trying to land 
at Ben Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv. 
 
Israel determined it was Russian military jamming and asked Russia to stop.   Russia 
refused, saying it was necessary to protect their ally, Syria, from Israeli air-launched 
missile attacks! 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/authors/author/Newsdesk
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At this hour, the jamming continues. 
 

 
 
 
BELARUS BASES BEING EMPTIED 
Meanwhile in neighboring Belarus, the real action seems to be taking place.   Belarus is 
all but EMPTYING vast numbers of military bases shown on the map image below: 
 
The equipment and men at these bases would only be deployed all at once, if there was 
a very real "threat of war."   The fact they're being emptied now, indicates that threat of 
actual war is now real. 
 
Sources in Belarus suggest 60% of daily railroad traffic in cities like Gomel and Mazyr is 
now composed of Russian military echelons. Areas immediately adjacent to railyards 
are full of offloaded military equipment, troops, and logistical supplies. 
 
Military Hardware FROM RUSSIA also enters Belarus via road along the E30, 
P43/A-130, and M10/A-240. 
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The photo below, from yesterday, Belarusian soldiers listening to Lukashenko's address 
in which President Lukashenko talked about bringing Ukraine back into the fold of 
Slavism and terminating Lithuanian statehood. He used the word "war" 36 times. 
 

 
 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/images/2022/01/30/BelarusBasesBeingEMPTIED.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FKRuNfYWYAYK5NM?format=jpg&name=medium
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The social media post below contains video of Lukashenko actually SAYING Lithuania 
statehood should be ended! 
 
A round of applause after Lukashenko promised to put an end to Lithuanian statehood 
pic.twitter.com/b9vKndr4yQ 
— Tadeusz Giczan (@TadeuszGiczan) January 29, 2022 
 
  
 
WARNINGS ISSUED TO FOREIGN NATIONALS: LEAVE UKRAINE BY FEB. 5 
The International Centre for Strategic Intelligence has issued formal warnings to ALL 
FOREIGN NATIONALS: 
 
"We remain at Code Red at this time. Due to developments since our last travel 
advisory, we are now advising ALL foreign nationals in Ukraine to take steps to leave 
the country no later than Saturday 5th February 2022 as the risk to life is now being 
assessed HIGH+" 
  
In the next paragraph, it should be seen as a typical “chess” move to stalemate Israel 
and prevent the Israeli IDF from further bombing of Syrian bases occupied by the 
Russian Navy and Air Force.  We are likely seeing the advanced stage for ground 
preparations for the Ezekiel 38/39 scenario.   
 
Keep in mind Israel is not too far from the Crimea.  If I had to guess, I would put the 
distance at between 750 and about 1,100 miles by air.  The U.S. has been shipping 
massive tonnage of military equipment and weapons from San Diego, with the 
destination being more likely to Guam, for strengthening Taiwan against an invasion by 
China who would use the current issue in the Ukraine as a diversion or distraction to 
invade Taiwan.   
 
 
World Press 
Russia Allows Iran Aircraft Loaded With Arms to Land at Russian Base in SYRIA!  
World NewsDesk 30 January 2022  
 
A stunning development in Middle East "Diplomacy" took place Sunday: Russia allowed 
an Iranian Jet carrying vast amounts of arms, to land at the Russian Air Base 
in Khmeimim.  Previous Iranian Deliveries have been BOMBED by Israel. This one 
cannot be . . . 
 
The Israeli Defence Force expressed its . . .  misunderstanding . . . of the action, to 
Russia. 
 
Hal Turner Editorial Opinion 
Let me clear up the misunderstanding for the Israeli Defence Force: It's Game Over. 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/authors/author/Newsdesk
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Allowing Iran to use air bases in Syria (which allegedly endangers US-ally, Israel) is no 
different than Ukraine allowing NATO bases (US Allies) next to Russia.  Maybe it will 
dawn on the U.S. that Russia feels the same "threat" from NATO bases that Israel feels 
from Iranian bases.   It's a very appropriate analogy. 
 
See how that works? 
Of course, there's a second component to it: Russia is not playing Israel's little game 
anymore, wherein Israel CLAIMS it is "defending itself" by attacking forces and 
equipment that are NOT attacking Israel, and conducting those attacks on the foreign, 
sovereign, soil of Syria. 
 

 
 
Israel has long been playing both sides in the Middle East and what they saw today was 
one side putting an end to that manipulation. 
 
Now that Russia is allowing Iranian cargo jets to bring arms into its air base 
in Khmeimim, Israel is stuck.  Israel cannot attack anything on the base because to do 
so would be an act of war against Russia.   
 
Israel can't hide behind the United States to do so, because the U.S. is rather bogged 
down right now, minding other people's business in Ukraine and Taiwan. The U.S. is 
already stretched to the maximum having to send most of its aircraft carriers to the 
Pacific over China's aggressive moves against Taiwan.  In the Mediterranean Sea, the 
U.S. Navy is focused on Ukraine and the developing war in Eastern Europe.   In such a 
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situation, Israel will **N E V E R ** get U.S. permission to attack an Iranian cargo 
shipment on a Russian air base in Syria. 
   
So now, the arms being shipped into Syria by Iranian aircraft are arriving in a place that 
Israel cannot attack without causing its own military destruction.  
 

 
 
If they were to do so, they would unleash Armageddon upon themselves as both 
Russia and Iran would then have casus belli (Just cause) for war.  It is unlikely Israel 
could survive a full-out war with Iran; at least not without vast US help (again).  If Israel 
faced both Iran and Russia, there wouldn't be any living thing left alive anywhere in all of 
Israel. 
 
Interesting times are upon us . . . 
 
Vladimir Putin has what strategically is a win-win for the Russian military.  It has broken 
the unity of NATO, with several nations backing away from a war that might bring 
nuclear missiles to their countries.  Germany was the first to back down and so this 
effort to threaten Russia with retaliation by NATO is impotent from the start.  Biden or 
better yet, Obamabiden has been exposed as the emperor with no clothes.  
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Unfortunately, Putin’s checkmate on the U.S. and Israel makes the U.S. look like a 
paper tiger, especially after the Obamabiden cut and run leaving Afghanistan and 
abandoning U.S. military, civilian dependents, and government contractors stranded 
and left to fend for themselves and forcing them to find their own way out of the country. 
The Afghanistan debacle couldn’t be worse to make the U.S. appear weak! 
 

 
 
This might not seem important to you, but as a history student and a Bible student, 
nothing has gone well for the U.S. since the Supreme Court recognized the 
constitutionality of the sodomite agenda of same-sex marriage on June 26, 2015.  You 
cannot name for me seven things that went well for the U.S. since that date.   
 
Most surprising in all of this is that how fast things have spiralled out of control.  We 
have chaos at every turn but then what does the Bible say about what God has to say 
about sodomy and marriage of one man and one woman? 
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(Natural News) As the weekend approached, there were more signs that Russia is 
planning an all-out invasion of neighbouring Ukraine, which could become the trigger for 
the next world war if the hapless Biden regime and NATO don’t play their cards right. 
 
First, according to ‘The Drive’, six Russian navy amphibious landing ships have left their 
Baltic Sea port and are steaming into the Mediterranean Sea, ostensibly to take part in 
“naval exercises” suspiciously near Ukraine. 
 
“However, with tensions surrounding Russia and Ukraine remaining high, there has 
been concern that the amphibious flotilla’s ultimate destination may be the Black Sea. 
From there they would be well-positioned to support a potential new Russian 
intervention in Ukraine,” the outlet reported. 
 
Russian Navy amphibious ships RFA PYOTR MORGUNOV, OLENEGORSKIY 
GORNYAK & GEORGIY POBEDONOSETS heading east through the Strait of Gibraltar 
a short while ago.  The outlet went on to identify three of the vessels: 
 
The three vessels from the Russian Navy’s Northern Fleet, the Project 775 Ropucha 
class amphibious warfare ships Olenegorskiy Gornyak and Georgiy Pobedonosets and 
the Project 11711 Ivan Gren class landing ship Pyotr Morgunov, were spotted entering 
the Mediterranean … via the Strait of Gibraltar. 
 
The Russian ships were shadowed by a patrol vessel belonging to the Spanish Navy, 
as well as a U.S. Navy P-8 Poseidon patrol aircraft, one of the sea service’s most 
modern planes for surveillance and anti-submarine warfare. 
 
Two days earlier, a trio of Ropucha class vessels from the Baltic Fleet, which preceded 
the flotilla from the Northern Fleet as it passed through the English Channel, entered the 
Med Sea along the same route, The Drive reported. 
 
The Russian military had previously announced that these amphibious warfare vessels 
would be participating in exercises involving several other warships including some from 
Russia’s Pacific Fleet. But as in the past, Moscow often masks offensive military actions 
with pre-announced ‘manoeuvres’ or ‘exercises,’ as was the case prior to the Georgian 
invasion in August 2008. 
 
Another Russian warship, the Vishnya class intelligence-gathering ship Vasiliy 
Tatishchev, has also entered the Mediterranean Sea, ostensibly to also take part in the 
‘exercises.’  I suspect that it will be to monitor U.S. and NATO warship activity in the 
Mediterranean Sea since the USS Harry Truman is now in the Mediterranean. 
 
“At the same time, with a focus on the build-up of Russian forces around Ukraine’s 
borders, there remains the concern that these naval manoeuvres, as well as of [sic] due 
to take place in Belarus, could be part of the Kremlin’s planning for a new campaign 
against Ukraine,” The Drive reports. 
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“These fears have been reinforced not only by the sheer scale of the Russian military 
deployments in the border areas but also the appearance of certain offensive weapons 
systems, including Iskander short-range ballistic missiles and combat aircraft,” it added. 
 
Meanwhile, “Russia’s military build up near Ukraine has expanded to include supplies of 
blood along with other medical materials that would allow it to treat casualties, in yet 
another key indicator of Moscow’s military readiness,” Reuters reported on Saturday, a 
further indication that President Vladimir Putin is serious about invading his western 
neighbour. 
 
Such medical supplies, especially blood, which is often in short supply and must be kept 
refrigerated, are crucial to any invasion, especially given that Ukraine is planning to 
resist. 
 
U.S. officials have warned for days now that Russia is in a position to launch an attack 
on very short notice. As soon as Putin has all of his pieces in place, it appears likely that 
is what he will do.  Putin is a skilled strategist.  As a chess player, Putin is known to play 
chess with as many as five opponents simultaneously, a sign of a master at strategy in 
contemplating his opposition’s moves.  Putin is a rational and logical person and will not 
act from emotion!  His every move is calculated to maintain an offensive position. 
 

 
 
You can be absolutely sure that Vladimir Putin is fully aware of problems that exist here 
in the U.S. Even as the U.S. Supreme Court wallows in blackmail and bribery and its 
Jesuit-Vatican influence from Georgetown University up the road in Maryland, Putin is 
aware of the domestic issues that are undermining the state of domestic issues here at 
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home..  The U.S. has been under the sway and control of the three sovereign city-states 
[Crown London, Washington, D.C, and the Vatican in Rome].  They are responsible for 
the overthrow of the U.S. Republic primarily through debt.  The Federal Reserve is 
owned by Rothschild-owned and controlled international banks.  The Protocols of the 
Elders of Zion were a Rothschild-creation that led to the First Zionist Congress in the 
1880’s.  Protocol #21 tells the big picture of debt slavery through usury.   

 
PROTOCOLS OF THE MEETINGS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION 

 
Protocol No. 21 – Loans and Credit 
 
1. To what I reported to you at the last meeting I shall now add a detailed explanation of 
internal loans. Of foreign loans I shall say nothing more, because they have fed us with 
national moneys of the GOYIM, but for our State there will be no foreigners, that is, 
nothing external. 
 
2. We have taken advantage of the venality of administrators and slackness of rulers to 
get our moneys twice, thrice and more times over, by lending to the GOY governments 
moneys which were not at all needed by the States. Could anyone do the like in regard 
to us? …. Therefore, I shall only deal with the details of internal loans. 
 
3. States announce that such a loan is to be concluded and open subscriptions for their 
own bills of exchange, that is, for their interest-bearing paper. That they may be within 
the reach of all the price is determined at from a hundred to a thousand; and a discount 
is made for the earliest subscribers. Next day by artificial means the price of them goes 
up, the alleged reason being that everyone is rushing to buy them. In a few days the 
treasury safes are as they say overflowing and there’s more money than they can do 
with. The subscription, it is alleged, covers many times over the issue total of the loan; 
in this lies the whole stage effect – look you, they say, what confidence is shown in the 
government’s bills of exchange. 
 
4. But when the comedy is played out there emerges the fact that a debit and an 
exceedingly burdensome debit has been created. For the payment of interest it 
becomes necessary to have recourse to new loans, which do not swallow up but only 
add to the capital debt. And when this credit is exhausted it becomes necessary by new 
taxes to cover, not the loan, BUT ONLY THE INTEREST ON IT. These taxes are a 
debit employed to cover a debit…. 
 
5. Later comes the time for conversions, but they diminish the payment of interest 
without covering the debt, and besides they cannot be made without the consent of the 
lenders; on announcing a conversion a proposal is made to return the money to those 
who are not willing to convert their paper. If everybody expressed his unwillingness and 
demanded his money back, the government would be hooked on their own files and 
would be found insolvent and unable to pay the proposed sums. By good luck the 
subjects of the GOY governments, knowing nothing about financial affairs, have always 
preferred losses on exchange and diminution of interest to the risk of new investments 
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of their moneys, and have thereby many a time enabled these governments to throw off 
their shoulders a debit of several millions. 
 
6. Nowadays, with external loans, these tricks cannot be played by the GOYIM for they 
know that we shall demand all our moneys back. 
 
7. In this way, an acknowledged bankruptcy will best prove to the various countries the 
absence of any means between the interest of the peoples and of those who rule them. 
 
8. I beg you to concentrate your particular attention upon this point and upon the 
following: nowadays all internal loans are consolidated by so-called flying loans, that is, 
such as have terms of payment more or less near. These debts consist of moneys paid 
into the savings banks and reserve funds. If left for long at the disposition of a 
government these funds evaporate in the payment of interest on foreign loans, and are 
placed by the deposit of equivalent amount of RENTS. 
 
9. And these last it is which patch up all the leaks in the State treasuries of the GOYIM. 
 
10. When we ascend the throne of the world all these financial and similar shifts, as 
being not in accord with our interests, will be swept away so as not to leave a trace, as 
also will be destroyed all money markets, since we shall not allow the prestige of our 
power to be shaken by fluctuations of prices set upon our values, which we shall 
announce by law at the price which represents their full worth without any possibility of 
lowering or raising. (Raising gives the pretext for lowering, which indeed was where we 
made a beginning in relation to the values of the GOYIM.) 
 
11. We shall replace the money markets by grandiose government credit institutions, 
the object of which will be to fix the price of industrial values in accordance with 
government views. These institutions will be in a position to fling upon the market five 
hundred millions of industrial paper in one day, or to buy up for the same amount. In this 
way all industrial undertakings will come into dependence upon us. You may imagine for 
yourselves what immense power we shall thereby secure for ourselves. 
 
Now you may be able to understand and know why the Bible never refers to America in 
a clear picture as to why the U.S.A. remains masked in obscurity and somewhat of a 
fog.  Revelation 17 & 18 infers a massive attack that destroys New York City worse than 
9/11.  The wise shall understand but if you want to hang onto the idea that POTUS #45 
is going to save America, forget it.  He was Jesuit-controlled opposition to mislead the 
country and was permitted by God to fulfil some tasks needed to set the “Chess” board 
up for final judgment.  This is perhaps your final chance to seek repentance for your 
sins and deliverance from God’s judgment, and accept the gift of Salvation before we 
are “harpazo’d” off this earth in what appears as the near future! 
 
Russia Warns America Peace Only Possible After Moral “New World Order” 
Established.  You are not likely to have heard this pin-drop statement made this past 
weekend. 
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A riveting new Security Council report circulating in the Kremlin today first sees this 
transcript showing Security Council Members expressing disgust over the childish drivel 
passing for news in the West, best example in the just published radical leftist Guardian 
war propaganda screed “Waiting For Putin: Russia’s Phoney War Is Playing Out As 
Surreal Theatre”, wherein it bizarrely states: “Waiting for Russia to invade Ukraine feels 
a bit like Waiting for Godot...In this edgy reworking of Samuel Beckett’s masterpiece, 
Russia’s leader, Vladimir Putin, is cast, appropriately, as the restless Vladimir while the 
US president, Joe Biden, is the bowler-hatted Estragon, frequently dozing off....The 
play’s central conceit is that the mysterious Godot, expected at any moment, never 
actually arrives”. 
 
In factual reality as to what’s really occurring and being kept hidden from the American 
people, this report notes, it’s just been explained by close President Putin ally Aleksey 
Pushkov, who warned “2022 is a year for crisis between Moscow and Washington”, 
then declared to the world:  
 
“The United States is a hegemon that is gradually losing its position in the world.” 
 
“They suffered a very serious defeat in the Middle East, they lost Syria, they lost the 
battle for Afghanistan, and they were forced to withdraw almost all of their troops from 
Iraq at the end of 2021.” 
 
“United States officials are trying to maintain their dominant influence by having conflicts 
simultaneously with Russia and China, although with different degrees of intensity. 
 
“They now want to solve the ‘Russian problem’, that is, to subjugate practically all of 
Europe, pushing Russia to its very outskirts. This is exactly what they need Ukraine for.” 
 
“The next phase will be a political or even military confrontation with China.” 
 
“America’s political and financial elite believe that they are the only ones who can run 
the world, and do not intend to let anyone else take the helms.” 
 
“Until a new world order is established in which the United States is weaker and its role 
is diminished, we will be in more or less acute political conflict with them.” 
 
For a Russian ally to flat out state “until a new world order is established in which the 
U.S. is weaker and its role is diminished” sounds like it was coming from Nathan 
Rothschild himself! 
 
After watching “America’s political and financial elite” conduct their “secret shadow 
campaign” against President Donald Trump to allow Supreme Socialist Leader Joe 
Biden to seize power, and who openly bragged about doing so in subsequent articles 
shockingly revealing such things like: “There was a conspiracy unfolding behind the 
scenes, one that both curtailed the protests and coordinated the resistance from 
CEOs…Both surprises were the result of an informal alliance between left-wing activists 

http://en.kremlin.ru/structure/security-council/members
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/30/ukraine-putin-russia-phoney-war-surreal-theatre
https://www.rt.com/russia/547529-crisis-between-moscow-washington/
https://www.rt.com/russia/547529-crisis-between-moscow-washington/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
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and business titans…The pact was formalized in a terse, little-noticed joint statement of 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and AFL-CIO published on Election Day”, this report 
continues, Russian officials realized that this blatant American assault of democratic 
values and freedom could not stand, and that a “New World Order” had to be created 
to ensure that it never happens again. 
 
During the six months following Socialist Leader Biden being installed into power by his 
nation’s “political and financial elites”, this report details, the Kremlin initiated high-level 
meetings with the top leaders in the fields of religion, ethics, politics, business and 
history—meetings whose culmination of led to the Kremlin releasing to the world its new 
and historic National Security Strategy on July 2, 2021, wherein it states: 
 
“The military-political situation in the world is characterized by the formation of new 
global and regional centers of power, the intensification of the struggle between them 
for spheres of influence. 
 
The importance of military force as a tool for achieving their geopolitical goals by the 
subjects of international relations is growing. 
 
Tensions continue to escalate in conflict zones in the post-Soviet space, the Middle 
East, North Africa, Afghanistan and the Korean Peninsula. 
 
The weakening of the systems of global and regional security creates conditions for the 
spread of international terrorism and extremism. 
 
International terrorist and extremist organizations are striving to intensify propaganda 
and recruitment of Russian citizens, the creation of their secret cells on the territory of 
Russia, and the involvement of Russian youth in illegal activities. 
 
The problem of moral leadership and the creation of an attractive ideological basis for 
the future world order is becoming increasingly urgent. 
 
Against the backdrop of the crisis of the Western liberal model, a number of states are 
making attempts to deliberately blur traditional values, distort world history, reconsider 
their views on the role and place of Russia in it, rehabilitate fascism, and incite ethnic 
and religious conflicts.” 
 
Most critical to notice in this new National Security Strategy, this report notes, was it 
revealing: “Taking into account the long-term trends in the development of the situation 
in the Russian Federation and in the world, its national interests at the present stage are 
strengthening traditional Russian spiritual and moral values, preserving the cultural and 
historical heritage of the people of Russia....Particular attention is paid to support for the 
family, motherhood, fatherhood and childhood, the disabled and the elderly, the 
upbringing of children, their all-round spiritual, moral, intellectual and physical 
development”—a revelation further supported yesterday when the Ministry of Culture 
published a draft order setting out “traditional values” that it says must be protected from 

https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/View/0001202107030001
http://ips.pravo.gov.ru:8080/default.aspx?pn=0001202107030001
http://ips.pravo.gov.ru:8080/default.aspx?pn=0001202107030001
http://ips.pravo.gov.ru:8080/default.aspx?pn=0001202107030001
http://ips.pravo.gov.ru:8080/default.aspx?pn=0001202107030001
http://ips.pravo.gov.ru:8080/default.aspx?pn=0001202107030001
http://ips.pravo.gov.ru:8080/default.aspx?pn=0001202107030001
http://ips.pravo.gov.ru:8080/default.aspx?pn=0001202107030001
https://www.rt.com/russia/547437-traditional-values-foreign-amorality/
http://government.ru/en/department/27/events/
https://www.rt.com/russia/547437-traditional-values-foreign-amorality/
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encroachment by foreign ideas, terrorists, and extremists amid a “global crisis” for public 
morality—a draft order titled “Fundamentals Of State Policy On Approval Of The 
Fundamentals Of State Policy For The Preservation And Strengthening Of Traditional 
Russian Spiritual And Moral Values”, wherein it states:  
 
The efforts made by the Russian Federation to develop the country's spiritual potential 
have led to an increase in the cohesion of the Russian people, to the realization by 
citizens of the need to preserve and strengthen traditional values in the face of a global 
value crisis leading to the loss of traditional spiritual and moral guidelines and moral 
principles by mankind. 
 
Traditional values are moral guidelines that form the worldview of the citizens of Russia, 
transmitted from generation to generation, ensuring civil unity, underlying the Russian 
civilizational identity and the single cultural space of the country, which have found their 
unique original manifestation in the spiritual, historical and cultural development of the 
multinational people of Russia . 
 
Traditional values include: life, dignity, human rights and freedoms, patriotism, 
citizenship, service to the Fatherland and responsibility for its destiny, high moral ideals, 
a strong family, creative work, the priority of the spiritual over the material, humanism, 
mercy, justice, collectivism , mutual assistance and mutual respect, historical memory 
and continuity of generations, the unity of the peoples of Russia. 
 
Standing firmly and demonically opposed to traditional values like dignity, human rights 
and freedoms, this report continues, are Western nations like Canada, where today the 
Canadian Freedom Convoy has become the largest and longest trucker convoy on 
record at 43-miles long—a world-record convoy of Canadian truckers legitimately and 
legally protesting their socialist government’s tyrannical. inhumane and brutal Covid 
policies—today it sees the socialist Canadian government threatening to fine their 
citizens up to $100,000 if they even dare support this protest—today sees it being 
reported: “Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his family were moved to an 
“undisclosed location” in the nation’s capital on Saturday out of security concerns as 
thousands of protesters gathered outside of parliament in Ottawa”—and as to be 
expected in an immoral despotic socialist nation fearing its own citizens, now it sees 
Canadian Public Safety Minister Marco Mendicino hysterically screaming: “Given 
Canada’s support of Ukraine in this current crisis with Russia, I don’t know if it’s far-
fetched to ask, but there is concern that Russian actors could be continuing to fuel 
things as this protest grows, but perhaps even instigating it from the outset”. 
 
Likewise obliterating traditional moral values, its own history and everything making life 
worth living and decent, this report concludes, is the tyrannically socialist ruled over 
United States, where in the past 24-hours alone, beyond shocking articles like 
“Millions Of US Kids To Be Told Which News Is Fake”, “ADL Changes Definition Of 
Racism So Only Whites Can Be Labeled As Racist” and “Military Religious 
Freedom Foundation Claims Wreaths Across America ‘Carpet-Bombing’ Veteran 

https://www.rt.com/russia/547437-traditional-values-foreign-amorality/
https://regulation.gov.ru/projects#npa=123967
https://regulation.gov.ru/projects#npa=123967
https://regulation.gov.ru/projects#npa=123967
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/live-coverage-tens-thousands-greet-freedom-convoy-2022-arrives-ottawa-canada-video/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/live-coverage-tens-thousands-greet-freedom-convoy-2022-arrives-ottawa-canada-video/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/live-coverage-tens-thousands-greet-freedom-convoy-2022-arrives-ottawa-canada-video/
https://www.foxnews.com/world/nova-scotia-outlaws-gathering-highway-freedom-convoy-truckers-vaccine-mandate
https://www.foxnews.com/world/nova-scotia-outlaws-gathering-highway-freedom-convoy-truckers-vaccine-mandate
https://www.rt.com/news/547754-trudeau-hiding-truckers-covid/
https://www.rt.com/news/547754-trudeau-hiding-truckers-covid/
https://www.rt.com/news/547754-trudeau-hiding-truckers-covid/
https://www.rt.com/russia/547752-cbc-canada-trucker-protest-conspiracy/
https://www.rt.com/russia/547752-cbc-canada-trucker-protest-conspiracy/
https://www.rt.com/russia/547752-cbc-canada-trucker-protest-conspiracy/
https://www.rt.com/russia/547752-cbc-canada-trucker-protest-conspiracy/
https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/81662/millions-of-us-kids-to-be-told-which-news-is.html
https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/81660/adl-changes-definition-of-racism-so-only-whites-can-be-labeled-as.html
https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/81660/adl-changes-definition-of-racism-so-only-whites-can-be-labeled-as.html
https://www.foxnews.com/us/wreaths-across-america-carpet-bombing-veteran-cemeteries-christian-gang
https://www.foxnews.com/us/wreaths-across-america-carpet-bombing-veteran-cemeteries-christian-gang
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Cemeteries With ‘Christian Gang Sign’”—are shocking to the conscience articles 
coming at the same time the leftist ‘New York Times’ is reporting such factual truths like:  
 
“A regime imposed by the elites upon themselves (and, of course, their service 
workers), in which the highly educated and highly vaccinated are more likely to carry 
identity papers and rigorously self-police while less-vaccinated populations in the outer 
reaches of New York City or the New England suburbs (let alone in Arkansas or 
Alabama) are often left to their own more casual devices…A turning inward of elite 
institutions and communities, their retreat into a safety-obsessed culture that’s more 
insular, virtually mediated and unhappier than the society that they aspire to lead…A 
climate of abnormality in the citadels of liberalism that endures even after Covid goes 
endemic is now encouraging normal people to seek their leaders somewhere else”—
was an outright open attack against these socialist demons by their own leftist media 
quickly joined by the Saturday Night Live programme eviscerating Socialist Leader 
Biden over his insane Ukraine policies—all of which followed popular leftist HBO host 
Bill Maher blasting socialist Democrats, and him factually stating: “They have their 
heads up their asses…It’s not my fault that the party of FDR and JFK is turning it into 
the party of LOL and WTF…It’s not me who’s changed, it’s the left, who is now made up 
of a small contingent who’ve gone mental…And a large contingent who refuse to call 
them out for it…But I will”. [Note: Some words and/or phrases appearing in quotes in 
this report are English language approximations of Russian words/phrases having no 
exact counterpart.]  The link to the latest SNL “Saturday Night Live” is below.  I have not 
watched mainstream media, especially SNL for years but this is a classic reflection of 
the buffoons running this country!  Do watch.  https://youtu.be/FFNT1ixojZo 
 

 
 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/wreaths-across-america-carpet-bombing-veteran-cemeteries-christian-gang
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/29/opinion/mask-school-covid-rules.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFNT1ixojZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFNT1ixojZo
https://www.dailywire.com/news/liberals-have-their-head-up-their-a-bill-maher-says-telling-the-truth-made-him-a-hero-at-fox-news
https://www.dailywire.com/news/liberals-have-their-head-up-their-a-bill-maher-says-telling-the-truth-made-him-a-hero-at-fox-news
https://www.dailywire.com/news/liberals-have-their-head-up-their-a-bill-maher-says-telling-the-truth-made-him-a-hero-at-fox-news
https://www.dailywire.com/news/liberals-have-their-head-up-their-a-bill-maher-says-telling-the-truth-made-him-a-hero-at-fox-news
https://www.dailywire.com/news/liberals-have-their-head-up-their-a-bill-maher-says-telling-the-truth-made-him-a-hero-at-fox-news
https://www.dailywire.com/news/liberals-have-their-head-up-their-a-bill-maher-says-telling-the-truth-made-him-a-hero-at-fox-news
https://youtu.be/FFNT1ixojZo
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NATO Command of USS Harry S. Truman Sends Signal to Russia, Says Secretary 
General Stoltenberg 
 
Putting an American aircraft carrier strike group under NATO alliance control should be 
a “clear message to Russia” that its 30 members are unwavering in their commitment to 
come to each other’s defense if attacked, NATO’s secretary general said Friday. 
 
Jens Stoltenberg, secretary-general since 2014, – when the Kremlin annexed Crimea 
and openly supported separatists in eastern Ukraine – said he expected the same 
hand-over of command from the United Kingdom and France as the countries move 
naval, air and ground forces into member nations on the Black Sea. 
 
Stoltenberg “was reluctant now to go too far” in detailing NATO’s options if the Ukrainian 
crisis escalates to armed conflict. 
 
On the alliance build-up on its borders, “they are there to defend NATO allies,” not 
attack Russia, he said.  That said, what does it really reveal when we all know actions 
speak louder than words of European globalist politicians?  Putin made it clear three or 
four years ago that he would not let Russia be subsumed into a unipolar world and 
would make sure the world would remain a multipolar entity!    
 

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/a-conversation-with-jens-stoltenberg/?utm_medium=PANTHEON_STRIPPED&utm_campaign=PANTH
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He welcomed news of the United States putting 8,500 soldiers and airmen on alert for 
deployment to Europe. In “times of uncertainty,” it was important that “North America 
and Europe stand together.” 
 
On France, which is nearing its first round of presidential voting, Stoltenberg added he 
was confident it would it maintain its commitment to bolster presence in Romania and 
Bulgaria. France “has high-end capability [and has demonstrated] the ability to deploy,” 
he said. 
 
For more than 70 years, the alliance’s strength rests on the principle of “one for all, all 
for one” if attacked, Stoltenberg said, adding that’s what these movements demonstrate. 
 
“We already have assets on the ground” in Eastern Europe and naval and air assets in 
the Baltic and Black Sea member states, Stoltenberg added. “We’ve actively increased 
the readiness” of the alliance’s entire 40,000-member quick reaction force, and not just 
its 5,000 first responders, for rapid deployment eastward and southward. 
 
He warned the Kremlin there “will be severe consequences” if Ukraine is invaded, 
pointing to Russia’s new military exercises with Belarus and massing of troops, armor 
and artillery on its western borders. 
 
In the instance of an armed invasion of Ukraine, he referred to economic sanctions 
against the Kremlin rather than an alliance military response. Later, he added Russia is 
capable of using cyber to attack Ukraine’s economy and security network, carrying out 
acts of sabotage or providing the means for a coup to overthrow its government. These 
are other possibilities short of invasion that NATO has to plan for. 
 
“There’s no certainty about Russia’s plans,” he added in an online question-and-answer 
Atlantic Council forum. The alliance “is ready for both options,” with Moscow over the 
Ukraine – continued negotiations or a response. 
 
The U.S. and NATO presented their written responses to Russia’s earlier demands 
concerning Ukraine Thursday.  Putin’s response was in effect “guarantee our border 
security” or “let’s get it on!” 
 
While the U.S. has placed 8,500 troops on increased readiness, the country has not 
moved any troops to Ukraine, Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin said during a Friday 
press briefing. 
 
“There’s no reason that this situation has to devolve into conflict,” Austin said. “[Vladimir 
Putin] can choose to deescalate. He can order his troops away. He can choose 
dialogue and diplomacy. Whatever he decides, [the] United States will stand with our 
allies and partners.”  Watch or keep your ears tuned for this expression “devolve” or 
“devolution”, it is becoming more common in the rhetoric of our politicians.  It has 
apocalyptic overtones and implications. 
 

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/a-conversation-with-jens-stoltenberg/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/a-conversation-with-jens-stoltenberg/
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Stoltenberg rejected out-of-hand one of Russia’s key demands that Ukraine never be 
allowed to join NATO. 
 
“Our door is open; we will never force anyone in that door,” he said. To say otherwise, 
Putin and Kremlin leaders “know that they’re not telling the truth.” 
 
He added that if Sweden and/or Finland applied for membership he expected they 
would be able to “join quickly” since their forces are interoperable with the alliance’s and 
are meeting NATO’s standards for governance. 
 
“Support to Ukraine is important,” he said. 
 
Stoltenberg mentioned Canada’s dispatching of trainers to the country and the shipment 
of more defensive weapons to Kyiv. The alliance was also working with Ukraine on 
cyber defenses, sharing information and response. He conceded there were “some 
differences” among NATO members of just how to respond to the crisis. 
 
The Corporate Media has spent the last six or seven years hyping tensions in one hot 
spot after another. Ukraine–like North Korea, Syria, Israel and Iran and China and 
Japan before it–appears to be a media-created  “rumour of war.” 
 
But at some point, the Bible is clear: the hype stops and the shooting starts.  And then 
things begin to happen quickly. 
 
WORLD WAR 3: Survival under an Atomic Attack? Don’t believe everything you read… 
 
QUESTION: Does “rumours of war” mean that Ukraine will not have war? 
 
No.  Any time armies are invading and chaos breaks out, there is a danger of war –
especially in the times in which we live. 
 
But regardless of what does or does not happen in Ukraine, dark times are coming.  
Regardless of the claims the media, the government or anyone else makes about 
“prepping,” the Bible says that no amount of physical preparation will enable someone 
to survive what’s coming upon the earth. 
 
This will not stop men from using their own strength and ingenuity to attempt to prepare 
for what’s coming. 
 
“And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief 
captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, hid 
themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains;  And said to the 
mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on 
the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb:  For the great day of his wrath is 
come; and who shall be able to stand?”  -(Revelation 6:15-17) 
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Over the past four years there has been a boom in luxury underground bomb shelters 
which can have room for swimming pools.  This “Bunker” mentality has created a huge 
demand for below ground construction. The booming business of doomsday 
underground real estate boom has been off the chart.  An interview by the largest 
builder of bomb shelters said just four months ago that sales are on the rise.  Prices 
begin around a million dollars and upwards depending on the accommodations 
required. 
 
2000 years ago, the Bible foretold that in the last days, men would be building 
underground bunkers and “dens in mountains” in an attempt to escape what was to 
come upon the earth.  It also foretold that those types of preparations would be utterly 
useless. 
 
Hal Lindsey posted on Sunday, January 30th, 2022: 
 
“Rumours of war are flying with a fury out of Ukraine and Russia. Massive numbers of 
troops are on the move. Almost unfathomable levels of firepower are being mobilized. 
Jesus warned that the last days would be characterized by rumours of war. The rumour 
of war in Ukraine is super-powered by Russia’s repeated threat of using nuclear 
weapons. But Ukraine and several other former Soviet bloc nations fit Bible prophecy in 
another powerful way. 
 
One of the most famous and detailed prophecies in the Bible concerns an invasion of 
Israel by a confederation of nations. Chapters 38 and 39 of Ezekiel give the details, 
including a specific list of the nations involved. The first two verses say, “And the word 
of the Lord came to me saying, ‘Son of man, set your face toward Gog of the land 
of Magog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal, and prophesy against him.’” 
[NASB] 
 
It’s obvious from that passage and others that Gog is not a nation, but a national leader. 
The word “Gog” means “high,” “top guy,” or “supreme.” The first century Jewish 
historian, Josephus, wrote that, “Magog is called the Scythians by the Greeks.” The 
Greeks used the word “Scythia” to refer to the region north and east of the Black Sea. 
Today, that includes, not just Russia, but also Ukraine. 
 
The Scythians also ruled the area east of the Caspian Sea that is today occupied by 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan. Each of these 
nations was once part of the Soviet Union. Vladimir Putin seems intent on bringing them 
back into the sphere of Russian control. Also, each of these nations is predominantly 
Muslim, which may also contribute to their desire to one day join a coalition of nations 
against Israel. 
 
But the first step in Putin’s plan centers on Ukraine. In area, it is Europe’s second 
largest nation. It gained its independence from the Soviet Union in 1991. At that time, 
Ukraine possessed one-third of the Soviets’ nuclear armaments. With 1,900 warheads, 
Ukraine then held the third largest nuclear arsenal in the world. In 1994, Russia, Britain, 
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and the United States signed the Budapest Memorandum on Security Assurances. 
They promised to ensure Ukraine’s security if it gave up its large nuclear arsenal. 
 
The sad and horrible lesson to every other nation in the world is that if you have nukes, 
don’t give them up ever — no matter what. Today, if Ukraine still had its nuclear 
weapons, Russia would not be threatening. It’s as simple as that. Promises from Britain 
and the United States were not worth the paper they were printed on. 
 
The other protector of Ukrainian security was to be that benevolent nation known as 
Russia. Now, it all seems like a cruel joke. In 2014, Russia stole Crimea from Ukraine. 
That gave the Russian military better access to the Black Sea. Today, Russia’s goal in 
invading Ukraine does not seem to be an annexation of the country, but a move to place 
a puppet government there. 
 
In all this, remember that no matter what their nations do, people can still turn to Christ. 
Iran is another key part of that Ezekiel 38 coalition. And Iran is experiencing a 
tremendous number of people turning to Jesus. Prophecy tells us what some nations 
will do, but that does not predetermine the actions of individuals within those nations. 
 
Whatever Putin’s motivations (and there are many), one really important fact stands out. 
His actions fit Bible prophecy to a tee. At some point in the future, Ukraine will again 
come under Russian control. And it may be only a matter of days.” 
 

Biden and Blinken get everything backwards in terms of US interests 
By Philip GIRALDI 

 
The drama currently unfolding in which the Biden Administration is doing everything it 
can to provoke a war with Russia over Ukraine is possibly the most frightening foreign 
policy misadventure since the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis and the 1967 Lyndon Johnson 
attempt to sink the USS Liberty and blame it on Egypt, either of which could have gone 
nuclear. I can well recall the Robert Heinlein sci-fi book The Puppet Masters, later made 
into a movie, which described how alien-slugs, arriving by way of a flying saucer landing 
in Iowa, invaded the earth and parasitically attached themselves to the central nervous 
systems of humans and became able to completely control their minds. What the 
humans know, they know. What the slugs want, no matter what, the human will do. And 
the tale gets really scary in geopolitical terms when some Secret Service Agents are 
“occupied” by the invaders and they are thereby poised to capture the President of the 
United States. I would point out that the movie came out when Bill Clinton was 
president, which should have provoked some concerns about whether it was fact or 
fiction. 
 
Well, does anyone currently wonder why I think of The Puppet Masters when an 
incoherent Joe Biden in particular makes a speech? And also consider the befuddled 
look of Secretary of State Tony Blinken or the bewildered expressions of Vice President 
Kamala Harris or Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mark Milley, all of which 
might also suggest that the slugs now completely control the Administration. The Biden 
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and Blinken possibly slug-controlled automatons are now stating their conviction, based 
on no evidence whatsoever, that Russia is about to invade Ukraine and they are 
threatening sanctions like Putin “has never seen before.” There will no doubt be more 
slug-derived pronouncements to reinforce that warning in the next few days after the 
latest round of talks breaks down. Evacuation of U.S. Embassy staff families in Kiev is 
already underway, deliberately escalating rather than attempting to defuse the crisis 
which could lead to nuclear war, destroying the human race and replacing it with the 
alien slugs. 
 
Consider for a moment the inconsistencies and sheer contradictions in U.S. foreign 
policy, which might support the credibility of the alien slug theory. The State 
Department’s management of foreign relations is supposed to serve the interests of the 
American people, but has not actually done so for decades. Can anyone explain why 
Washington’s foreign policy during the decade 2010 to 2020 constantly hammered at 
Russia, which, if anything, should have been the one country with which the U.S. would 
seek to have a respectful relationship? Where is the logic in condemnation of Russia’s 
non-violent annexation of the Crimea, which was carried out based on a long-term 
historic relationship and a popular referendum, while also enabling “allies” like Israel’s 
illegal occupation and annexation of both Palestinian and Syrian land which has relied 
on force majeure to drive hundreds of thousands of local inhabitants from their homes? 
And then there are the Saudis using American made weapons to terrorize and kill the 
people of Yemen. Slug Biden is now considering aiding the murderous Saudi onslaught 
by declaring Yemen’s Houthis to be terrorists, legitimizing their slaughter. 
 
Even if one rejects the alien slug theory, at a minimum, there has been a great deal of 
hypocrisy in terms of how Washington deals with the rest of the world and that has been 
increasingly the case under both Donald Trump and Joe Biden. Targeting and killing 
civilian populations and permanently driving them from their homes are, by the way, 
unambiguously war crimes and the United States is signatory to the Geneva 
Conventions that define the Israeli and Saudi actions as such. Israel, which claims a 
form of perpetual victimhood thanks to the so-called holocaust narrative, is the only 
nuclear power in the Middle East, though its arsenal is regarded as so secret that U.S. 
government officials are not allowed to mention it, possibly another indication of alien 
slug control. It uses that advantage to carry out undeclared open and covert warfare 
against its neighbors, most notably targeting Syria and Lebanon as presumed proxies 
for its number one designated enemy Iran. Saudi Arabia for its part does not seem to 
care at all regarding the devastation it is delivering on the largely defenseless Yemenis. 
 
Israel goes far beyond the actions of any other belligerent nation in the world, and the 
U.S. is the only nation that even comes close, as recent reports regarding a particularly 
reckless bombing in Syria suggest. Israel, often with American complicity, engages in 
covert sabotage and assassination operations inside Iran, which have been sometimes 
reported, though hardly condemned, in the mainstream Western media. Less well 
covered are the more-or-less routine bombing attacks conducted against Syria, 
frequently also violating Lebanese airspace when the Israeli jets standoff in the 
Mediterranean Sea to fire their missiles at the Syrian targets. It should be noted that 

https://www.foxnews.com/world/us-embassy-personnel-family-in-ukraine-ordered-begin-evacuating-officials
https://responsiblestatecraft.org/2022/01/21/new-yemen-violence-washington-backtracking-betray-depressing-lack-of-progress/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/21/world/middleeast/yemen-saudi-arabia-airstrike.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/20/us/airstrike-us-isis-dam.html
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attacking a nation with which one is not at war and which poses no direct threat is also a 
war crime, in this case a war crime that the Israeli and Saudi governments repeat on a 
regular basis without any objection coming from Washington, which itself has attacked 
Syria on at least four occasions while also illegally stationing troops inside the country to 
“protect” its oilfields. 
 
A recent devastating attack by Israel on Syrian targets consisted of a missile strike 
launched by Israeli air force planes against the Mediterranean port of Latakia on 
December 28th. Israel’s attack on Latakia has to a certain extent shifted the focus of the 
war on Syria being conducted by Israel and the United States and their Gulf allies 
including the UAE and Saudi Arabia. In the past, the port was protected by its proximity 
to the major Russian base at Tartus in Syria and the actual presence of some Russian 
personnel assisting in Latakia ship cargo unloading operations, which threatens to bring 
Moscow more directly into the conflict. And as Washington is Israel’s enabler that will no 
doubt lead to US involvement in the UN and other fora if any attempts are made to limit 
or even condemn the Israeli actions. The situation is nasty and threatens to explode if 
Israel stages a false flag attack intended to lead to demands for direct military action by 
the US, a concern that some outside the Biden Administration have expressed. 
 
What is particularly disturbing is the fact that while Israel and the Saudis continue to do 
their best to engage the United States in their own quarrels in the Middle East, 
 
President Joe Biden and Secretary of State Tony Blinken do nothing but look the other 
way so as not to annoy the Israeli leaders and their powerful domestic lobby in the U.S. 
 
At the same time, they unnecessarily provoke a nuclear armed and capable Russia and 
an emerging superpower China, both of which are regularly demonized both in the 
media and by leading politicians from both parties. The actions taken together are so 
irrational as to suggest that Robert Heinlein knew what he was writing about. 
 
And then there is what might be described as the “hidden hand.” This is a metaphor for 
Jesuit-Freemasonry. It should be observed that many of those U.S. politicians and 
government officials most keen on baiting Russia are strong and vocal supporters of 
Israel. Many are neocons, who have penetrated the foreign and national security teams 
of both political parties and are dominant in the media while also having close ties to the 
Israeli government. Most of them are Jewish, to include all four of the top officials in the 
Department of State, while prominent politicians in both political parties, to include the 
president, have self-described as Zionists. For various reasons, many in the Jewish 
diaspora have a visceral hatred of Russia, so Israel in an odd way is part of the war 
party machinations to provoke an armed conflict over Ukraine. 
 
That America is Israel’s poodle and both Russia and China are considered fair game to 
score political points is really the crux of the matter and it makes Americans complicit in 
Israeli crimes as Washington provides arms and money as well as political cover to 
Jerusalem. It also reduces major U.S. national interests involving Moscow and Beijing to 
sideshows and in so doing turns American national security on its head, supporting the 
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unspeakable to make political points and ignoring what is important. One might even 
suggest that never before in history has a great nation so enthusiastically pursued 
policies that could easily lead to its own destruction. It is not in our interest, or even our 
survival, to continue along this path and it is past time that the politicians and 
bureaucrats begin to recognize that fact. Or maybe I should instead be addressing my 
advice to that alien-slug mothership hidden somewhere in a corn field in Iowa. 
 
Phil Girarldi is a well-known military and international relations commentator and what 
struck me as being odd was his comments that the leaders of the country are controlled 
by ET’s.  In the past two weeks I have heard or read very similar suggestions.  That led 
me to think about a Biblical passage in which God said:  “And I will turn thee back, 
and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee forth, and all thine army, horses 
and horsemen, all of them clothed with all sorts of armour, even a great company 
with bucklers and shields, all of them handling swords:” -(Ezekiel 38:4) 
 
The imagery of “hooks in your jaw” is a vivid one that had a literal reality in the way 
captives were treated as they were taken away to the land of their captors (e.g., Ezekiel 
19:4, Jehoiahaz to Egypt, and Ezekiel 19:9, Jehoiachin to Babylon). 
 
Ezekiel describes Gog’s army in terms meant to impress the reader with its size and 
preparedness. Cavalry was not the natural component of Hebrew armies who had to 
face on more than one occasion a disadvantage of being without mounted troops and 
chariots -(cf. Exodus 14:9; Judges 4:13).   
 
It goes without much comment, but those who work inside the Beltway of D.C. regularly 
comment about the fact the powers at be are demonic in their insanity to seek and 
crave their hold on power.  It might be said of many in state government are equally 
possessed if we can suggest.  I saw this coming a long time ago but rather than making 
it an issue, it was my view that if I was right there would be more qualified experts in 
government that would make their voices heard.  Psychologists and analysts comment 
to the affect that public service draws like magnets the sociopaths and psychopaths to 
government positions.   
 
In his Prophecy Update on January 16, 2022, Pastor Tom Hughes said, “All the bad 
news points to the coming good news.”  That is a reminder of a statement that Jan 
Markel often says on her web site, “Everything is falling into place.”  There can’t be 
many looking forward to war in the Ukraine but there seems to be little seeking to 
prevent it at this point in time.  Bible teacher Damond Duck focused on all the bad news 
to frame our way of thinking about how easy it is to be sucked into the “woe is me mind-
set!” 
 
The constant bombardment of prophecy-related bad news signifies that the Rapture, 
Tribulation Period, Second Coming, and Millennial Kingdom of God are coming, and in 
fact, getting close. 
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Concerning Jesus, the prophet Isaiah said, “For unto us a child is born, unto us a 
son is given: and the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall 
be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting Father, The 
Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be no 
end, upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to order it, and to establish 
it with judgment and with justice from henceforth even for ever. The zeal of the 
LORD of hosts will perform this” -(Isaiah 9:6-7). 
  
• This is more than a wonderful Christmas story. 
• It is about the first coming of Jesus as the Christ. 
• But it is also about the Second coming of Jesus to sit on the throne of David as the 
King of kings and Lord of lords. 
• Jesus will have a government. 
• Jesus will sit on the throne of David to establish a kingdom with judgment and justice. 
• God will cause this to happen. 
 
Shortly before this child-King was born, the angel Gabriel appeared unto a virgin named 
Mary and said, “Fear not, Mary: for thou hast found favour with God. And, behold, 
thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and bring forth a son, and shalt call his name 
JESUS. He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of the Highest: and the Lord 
God shall give unto him the throne of his father David: And he shall reign over the 
house of Jacob for ever; and of his kingdom there shall be no end” -(Luke 1:30-
33). 
 
• Following the crucifixion, Jesus ascended into heaven to be seated on the throne of 
God (Mark 16:19; Romans 8:34; Colossians 3:1). 
• Jesus has been seated at the right hand of God for the last 2,000 years. 
• The throne of David was on this earth in Jerusalem. 
• The angel Gabriel said Jesus, the Son of the Highest, will sit on the throne of David 
and rule over the house of Jacob (Israel). 
• Jesus will have a kingdom that will never end. 
• Other verses teach that it will eventually extend to a new heaven and new earth. 
 
Jesus told us to pray for God’s Kingdom to come and God’s will to be done on earth as 
it is in heaven. 
 
• Jesus wasn’t telling us to pray for something that won’t happen. 
• Jesus was telling us to pray for something that God said will happen. 
When we take Communion, Paul said we show the Lord’s death (His first coming as the 
Christ) till He comes (His Second Coming as the King of kings and Lord of lords). 
 
The Book of Revelation was given by Jesus, and it says He is coming back as King of 
kings and Lord of lords -(Revelation 19:16). 
 
• It says those that refuse to worship the Antichrist and take His Mark will live and reign 
with Jesus for 1,000 years (Revelation 20:4). 
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• That is a reference to His sitting on the throne of David in the rebuilt city of Jerusalem 
and reigning for 1,000 years. 
• This will happen at the end of the Tribulation Period. 
 
Jesus called the Jews hypocrites for watching the weather and ignoring the signs of His 
first coming -(Matthew 16:3). 
 
•Are we like the hypocrites? 
•Do we pay more attention to the weather than we pay to the signs of His coming? 
 
Peter said, “We have also a more sure word of prophecy; whereunto ye do well 
that ye take heed” -(2nd  Peter 1:19). 
 
• Bible prophecy was given by holy men of God as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. 
• Bible prophecy is sure, and we would be wise to pay attention to it. 
 
Paul said, “There is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the 
righteous judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me only, but unto all them 
also that love his appearing” -(2nd Timothy 4:8). 
  
• Would you like to have a crown of righteousness when you get to heaven? 
• All you need to do is to start loving the return of Jesus. 
 
It is important to understand the sequence of events. 
 
• First, the Church will go up to meet Jesus in the air in what is commonly called the 
Rapture (good news for Christians). 
• Second, there will be seven years of chaos on earth in what is commonly called the 
Tribulation Period (bad news for those that miss the Rapture). 
• Third, Jesus will come back to this earth at what is commonly called the Second 
Coming to rule and reign over this earth for 1,000 years and make it a place of peace, 
justice, and righteousness (good news for Christians). 
 
Signs (globalism, a global pandemic, vaccine mandates and passports, economic crisis, 
etc.) that the Tribulation Period is near indicate that the Rapture is more near, and the 
Kingdom on earth is drawing near too. 
  
Here is some recent bad news that points to the coming good news. 
 
One, concerning deceit: on Jan. 19, 2022, it was reported that Project Veritas used a 
Freedom of Information request to get Dept. of Defence military documents that verify 
that Dr. Anthony Fauci lied under oath to Congress when he denied funding gain-of-
function research on the Covid virus in Wuhan, China.  Fauci says USA will NEVER go 
back to NORMAL normal EVER again.  That’s what he said. Dr. Evil said it will not 
happen. It wasn’t unclear, he wasn’t hedging his bets, he didn’t imply or intimate or 
suggest. He said outright that it’s never going to happen. 
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The only unspoken part was left unspoken not because he doesn’t dare say it but 
because he thinks we all better dang well know it if we know what’s best for us. The 
unspoken part was that HE WON’T ALLOW IT to go back. 
 
That’s what he said in this audio clip. 
 
“Normal will not be exactly the way it was before all of this.” 
 
Normal to him means routine boosters. Normal to him means mandates on demand, 
lockdowns whenever it suits him. We won’t go back to the “Before” normal because he 
didn’t have any power in that normal. He means the NEW normal, just like his far left 
allies say all the time. 
 
This man has lied about several things and is certainly not a reliable source of 
information about the safety of the vaccines, the use of masks, the effectiveness of 
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine, or anything else. 
 
Two, concerning wars and rumours of wars: Biden is threatening Russia with very tough 
sanctions over growing concern that a Russian invasion of Ukraine is imminent.  
 
Part of the problem is that Trump put tough sanctions on Iran because of its terrorism 
and nuclear weapons program, but Biden isn’t enforcing them. 
 
Under Biden’s non-enforcement sanction policies, Iran has grown richer, stronger, 
increased its support for terrorism, and is on the verge of getting nuclear weapons, so 
Putin is not intimidated by Biden’s threat of tough sanctions on Russia. 
 
Unenforced tough sanctions are useless. 
 
Notice that Biden has: 
  
• Gone easy on foreign illegal immigrants, drug dealers, and human traffickers at the 
U.S. border with Mexico. 
• Gone easy on the Taliban terrorists in Afghanistan. 
• Gone easy on the Mullahs that have taken over Iran. 
• Gone easy on the Russians (approved their pipeline, etc.). 
• Gone easy on China (Hunter’s friends and probable source of Covid). 
• Been tough on U.S. citizens (left U.S. citizens in Afghanistan; discharged unvaccinated 
U.S. troops; mandated vaccines; had unvaccinated citizens fired, medical employees 
fired, truckers fired; had DOJ investigate U.S. citizens that oppose teaching the gay 
agenda and porn in schools, etc.). 
 
This is fact, not politics: Biden appears to be appeasing all of America’s enemies and 
making war on America’s citizens.  Recall Biden has received $31-million from 
members of the CCP.  This is more than enough for an investigation of treasonous 
activities.   
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The goal appears to be the decline of America and the establishment of the coming 
godless UN world government. 
 
(FYI: On Jan. 24, 2022, Leo Hohmann expressed his opinion that war is coming, but it is 
a matter of timing and more likely to happen closer to the upcoming U.S. elections. 
Hohmann believes the globalists are desperate to hang on to power, and they will do 
anything to advance their globalist agenda. The idea that some people would get 
America into a war to win an election is disgusting, but it may be right.)  
 
(More: The UN was established to eventually bring in a world government that could 
prevent nuclear war. Some world leaders that want to bring in world government now 
are now spreading fear that the world is on the brink of a nuclear war. A war or near war 
between nuclear powers could advance that.)  
 
Three, on Jan. 24, 2022, it was reported that Russian and Syrian military jets have 
started joint air patrols over the Golan Heights along Syria’s border with Israel.  
 
Officials are wondering why, but this is where the Battle of Gog and Magog will take 
place. 
 
Four, concerning perilous times: on Jan. 20, 2022, representatives of the Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists (BAS) said the hands on the Doomsday Clock will remain at 100 
seconds to midnight, the closest they have ever been to a civilization-ending 
apocalypse.  
 
In years past, the hands moved forward one minute or a few minutes at a time. 
 
Today, the hands are stuck, or they move forward one second or a few seconds at a 
time. 
 
Five, concerning tracking all buying and selling: on January 20, 2022, the U.S. Federal 
Reserve released a report saying they are weighing the idea of issuing a digital 
currency, and they are giving citizens, politicians, and stakeholders 120 days to 
comment.  
 
As this writer understands it, if implemented, at first, the U.S. may have 2 kinds of 
currency (what we are using now plus a new digital currency), but this appears to be a 
major step toward a system that can track all sales. 
 
Six, in Old Testament times when the Jews were wandering in the wilderness, those 
that carried the tabernacle set it up, took it down, and served there had to be 
descendants of Aaron, and they had to be cleansed with water of purification made with 
the ashes of a red heifer without spot and blemish (Num. 19).  
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When the next Jewish Temple is built those, who build it and serve there will have to be 
descendants of Aaron, and they will have to be cleansed with the water of purification 
made with the ashes of a red heifer without spot and blemish. 
 
But the Romans destroyed the herd of red heifers when they destroyed Jerusalem and 
the Temple in 70 A.D. 
 
This writer has seen reports that the Jews have sacrificed an unblemished red heifer but 
cannot confirm them. 
 
Anyway, on January 21, 2022, William Koenig, watch.org, reported that he visited a 
Texas ranch on December 20, 2021, that had 18 young red calves that are potential 
candidates for sacrifice (Jewish priests were present and inspecting the calves). 
 
Only 1 red heifer is needed that is at least 2 years and 1 day old and that does not have 
more than 2 hairs that are not red. 
 
Seven, concerning the return of Jews to the Promised Land at the end of the age: on 
Jan 24, 2022, it was reported that there are about 75,000 Jews in Ukraine that are 
eligible for immigration to Israel.  
 
Israeli officials met on Jan. 23, 2022, to discuss ways to help those that want to relocate 
to Israel to do so. 
 
Eight, concerning transhumanism (merging humans with machines), on January 22, 
2022, it was reported that Elon Musk is moving closer to implanting computer chips into 
the brain of humans (he has said he thinks he can start implanting chips that will 
connect humans to computers sometime in 2022).  
 
Musk has started recruiting professionals to run clinical trials on patients, gather data for 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and seek FDA approval to go forward. 
 
Nine, concerning the globalists taking over every nation’s school system so they can 
brainwash the students: on Jan. 22, 2022, it was reported that a Denver, Col. school 
district will host the “Black Lives Matter (BLM) at School Week of Action” from Jan. 31 to 
Feb. 4 to instruct children in kindergarten and the first grade to be “transgender and 
queer affirming,” to eliminate “heteronormative thinking,” and to teach them “globalism.”  
 
Christians, regardless of race, corporate sponsors, and others, should be aware of the 
involvement of BLM in teaching globalist anti-Biblical values, and should recognize the 
need for parents to regain control of their school systems. 
 
Ten, concerning the supply-chain crisis and famine: on January 22, 2022, it was 
reported that the Biden administration will no longer allow truckers from Mexico and 
Canada to enter the U.S. without a vaccine passport (but they are allowing terrorists, 
human traffickers, and drug dealers in without a vaccine passport).  
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U.S. truckers are also prohibited from entering Canada, but Canadian truckers can 
enter if they can prove that they have had a negative PCR test within 72 hours. 
 
Trucking groups are warning that many truckers will refuse to be vaccinated, will resign 
or be fired, and famine and the supply-chain crisis will worsen. 
 
(More: On Jan 24, 2022, it was reported that some (not all) grocery suppliers are saying 
food shortages are showing up, and the shortages may increase. In the past week, 
about 10 million U.S. citizens had Covid. These people and some family members have 
been quarantined. If millions of people continue to miss work, production and supply 
problems will worsen.)  
 
(More: On Jan. 24, 2022, I met a farmer that I know and asked him if it is true that the 
price of fertilizer has soared and is getting scarce. He replied that the price of fertilizer 
has tripled, and he knows a few farmers that don’t intend to plant a crop this year 
because they cannot afford the high prices. Some farmers bought their fertilizer early, 
and they will be okay this year. Some can afford the higher prices for a year or two. But 
if many farmers stop planting a crop because they can’t afford the high prices or get the 
fertilizer, the world is witnessing a catastrophe in the making. Incidentally, this writer has 
seen articles that verify what this farmer said.)  
 
Finally, are you Rapture Ready? 
 
If you want to be rapture ready and go to heaven, you must be born again -(John 3:3). 
God loves you, and if you have not done so, sincerely admit that you are a sinner; 
believe that Jesus is the virgin-born, sinless Son of God who died for the sins of the 
world, was buried, and raised from the dead; ask Him to forgive your sins, cleanse you, 
come into your heart and be your Saviour; then tell someone that you have done this. 
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The Deagel Report posted for over a decade that the U.S. population would diminish by 
200-million by 2025.  We now know how that would be achieved through toxic vaxxes 
under the pretense it was needed for “a novel rogue virus” (Dr. Anthony Fauci’s words).  
 
All those vaxxed in the past year and a half will die within 2-3 years; those given the 
placebo are the fortunate ones.  In a video interview UK electronics weapons expert 
Mark Steele reveals how those who took the vaxx will die from exposure to 5G EMF 
wireless radiation poisoning.  By taking the vaxx individuals were tagged with a targeted 
wireless energy antenna that can track their location at will.  Mark Steele explains the 
real reason for 5G EMF wireless energy and how it will kill you.  
  
The link is found here below:  
https://seed177.bitchute.com/CL6NVTZ5Q3Yv/0DvpXsU70zD7.mp4  
 
We are moving into the next phase of this crime against humanity by being subjected to 
being starved to death.   By Biden’s doppelganger authority, the Department of 
Homeland Security has mandated that all truck drivers entering this country from 
Canada and Mexico are required to be fully vaccinated.  Biden or his stand in cannot 
mandate such policies.  We are at war and it is the government against the people.  The 
following pictures raise legitimate questions about the identity of this stand-in double.  
Look at the following pictures and the discrepancies being exposed; then decide for 
yourself who is this fake Joe Biden, an actor Arthur Roberts, or whoever?   The 
evidence suggests this man is not the elected President of the United States. 

https://seed177.bitchute.com/CL6NVTZ5Q3Yv/0DvpXsU70zD7.mp4
https://web.archive.org/web/20191130022103/http:/www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx
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In my decades on Earth I have never heard of an adult that has gone from writing with 
their right hand to their left hand, without some kind of extreme disability requiring it. 
Take a look at the images below. In the top image, the current resident of the White 
House writes left handed yet in the bottom image, likely taken a decade or so ago, it 
shows "Joe Biden" writing with his right hand. What the hell is going on with this guy?? 
Who is "Joe Biden"??  

 

Note in the above photo, you can see stage lights reflecting off the window to the left of 
the oval office desk above the coffee cup.  This is further evidence that this was staged 
in a screen set and not in the White House. 
 
All of this is perripheral, important nonetheless, but it is a known fact that Joe Biden has 
received some $31-million dollars from individuals in China, ranking members 
connected to the Chinese intelligence community of the CCP.  This is alarming and was 
reported on Mark Levins’ program recently. 
 
Peter Schweizer shared this aspect of the Biden crime family on Life, Liberty and Levin: 
"the Biden family, while he was vice president and continuing when he became 
president, received some $31 million from Chinese individuals who we're linked to the 
highest levels of Chinese intelligence" 
 
Since there is an issue of national security we need to demand our national 
representatives to investigate into the true identity of the individual play-acting as the 
President of the United States of America. 
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OK so the left/right hand thing may be a red herring but what about facial features and 
eye color?  How is it that the current "Joe Biden" has a cleft in his chin when he didn't 
10+ years ago? The kicker is the change in eye color. You be the judge . . .  On page 14 
is a picture of Joe Biden with blue eyes and a fake Joe Biden wih brown eyes.  Its all a 
scam folks! 
 
A cleft chin refers to a chin with a Y-shaped dimple in the middle. It’s usually a genetic 
trait. Depending on your preference, you may consider cleft chins a sign of beauty or 
not. You can both add and remove a cleft chin with chin surgery, also called 
mentoplasty.  
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[It's interesting to note that none other than USA Today had to come out with an article 
"debunking" the left hand/right hand issue. What does that tell you?]  
 

 
 
Then we have a problem with the right ear.  The original Joe Biden has an ear lobe that 
hangs lose, whereas the stand-in has a right ear that closes at the neck with no distinct 
droopy ear lobe.  The American public is being hoodwinked into believing this doppel-
ganger is the president. 
 
Below is the doppelganger at the COP26 meeting in Scotland a few months ago.  Note 
how the ear blends right into the neck of this alleged Joe Biden. 
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You decide but there are too many issues of conflict between that of the former Senator 
from Delaware: 
 

 Two different eye colors 
 Two different ear lobes 
 Two different chin clefts 
 Two different signature hands 

https://sputniknews.com/20211107/duchess-camilla-cant-get-over-bidens-embarrasing-gas-problem-at-cop26-summit---report-1090551138.html
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The other day the President’s Press Secretary bumbled and revealed who she works for 
when asked about when she might be leaving by Joy Behar.  Jen Psaki said she 
enjoyed working for President Oba….. (Biden) (what???).  So maybe we now know who 
is running the White House.  Was this a Freudian slip by the Press Secretary or is this 
something more sinister. 
 

Has the Presidency been taken over by a Barak Hussein 
Obama Jesuit/Masonic Cabal stand-in actor?  What is the 
purpose in doing that?   
 
The 33

rd
 degree Freemason Grandmaster Albert Pike 

envisioned/planned for a “three world war” strategy to 
intentionally start a war as a pretext to fulfill the Zionist 
Rothschild agenda of the destruction of the United States 
and takeover control of the world?   
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Keep looking up and your ears open for the Trumpet Call!  Your redemption draws near! 
 
Blessings from our Lord Jesus Christ, 
 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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